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[Eclipse screenshot (enhanced)]

The Memory Quilt graduation gift made for Bella by her mother, Renée, doesn’t exist in Stephenie
Meyer’s novels. It was the brainchild of Melissa Rosenberg—screenwriter for the Twilight Saga
movie scripts—and was seen on screen for only a few minutes, beginning with its introduction
during Bella’s trip to Florida in Eclipse.

[Eclipse screenshot (enhanced)]

Later in Eclipse, Bella and Edward were seen snuggling in her bedroom, with a small section of the
quilt scrunched up between them. In an Eclipse DVD commentary track, Stephenie told her fellow
commentator, producer Wyck Godfrey, that fans originally thought Bella and Edward were
snuggling with a “chip bag.”
MEYER: See? Right there. That’s the chip bag!
GODFREY: Everyone thinks that’s the Tostitos ad?
MEYER: Well, no. Just some tortilla chips—that’s the best guess.
GODFREY: That’s hilarious!
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[Breaking Dawn Part One screenshot (enhanced)]

In Breaking Dawn Part One, the quilt had one final cameo appearance just before it was thrust aside
and Jacob learned that Bella was pregnant.
The Eclipse DVD Special Features disc includes a segment entirely devoted to Bella’s Quilt.

[Eclipse Special Features screenshot (enhanced)]

In the segment, Nevin Swain (Co‐Prop Master for Eclipse) described how the prop quilts—they made
two of them—were created.
“What we did to start out was [to contact] real companies that we thought had unique, interesting-looking
T-shirts. So, we had a graphic designer design the T-shirt, then we had a T-shirt company print them for
us. Then we cut them all out and then had them all stitched together, and this is what we ended up with.”

Although Nevin’s commentary makes it sound as though all the road trip T‐shirts used to create
Bella’s quilt were manufactured for the movie props, that is not true!
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[Eclipse Special Features screenshot segments (enhanced)]

Bella’s Quilt Contains 46 Road Trip T‐Shirts
Only two are mentioned in the film, both of which are from fictional places that Melissa dreamed up
and wrote into the original script.
BELLA: Our trip T-shirts!
RENÉE: Thought they’d make a nice quilt. To keep you warm up there.
Remember that one? From Ensenada -BELLA: Saul’s Snake Farm and Taqueria -RENÉE: God knows what was in those tacos.
BELLA: The three-headed lobster in Maine! Thing gave you nightmares -RENÉE: But you were all, “Wow, cool!” Already the science geek at ten.
[They laugh together, remembering their past.]

For Twihards who notice that the dialogue heard onscreen is different, here’s the movie transcript:
BELLA: Are these all our old trip T-shirts?
RENÉE: I thought they’d make a good quilt, keep you warm up in Alaska. Remember this one?
Ensenada?
BELLA: The Snake Pit.
RENÉE: Yeah. But this one is my favorite, here.
BELLA: The three-headed lobster from Maine.

At any rate, we know that a graphic designer was commissioned to create these two fictional T‐shirts
for the prop quilts. From the Special Features quilt segment, we also know that another of the tees
(Pittsburgh Pug Off) was created by a friend of the director.
Of the 43 remaining T‐shirts, 5 may have been real, but cannot be found (if they weren’t from a
prop person’s private collection, they were manufactured), and one isn’t recognizable in any of the
screenshots that I studied, and studied, and studied some more.
Bottom Line: Thirty‐seven (37) of the road trip T‐shirts used to make Bella’s quilt are quite real
and represent businesses or attractions that actually existed in 2009.
 7 are from Hawaii
 12 are from California
 12 represent real‐world Seattle businesses
 6 are from sites in other US states
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My biggest complaint about the Eclipse DVD Bella’s Quilt Special Features segment:

It never shows a straight‐on view of the ENTIRE quilt!
Below is a Quilt Top image I created by combining two of the best Eclipse SF screenshots.

Here is a portion of the best available Quilt Middle SF screenshot.

And, here is the best available Quilt Bottom SF screenshot.
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After weeks of obsessive Internet searching, I managed to identify 45 of the 46 T‐shirts.
Using T‐shirt photos of the real‐world tees I could find, and enhanced screenshot bitz, I was able to
create a collage that accurately represents a straight‐on view of the entire quilt.
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The only T‐shirt that entirely eluded me is the one seen just above the High Dive T‐shirt in the bottom
row of the column 2nd from the right.

It looks like a grasshopper chasing a pizza chef. And, believe me, I Googled every possible
permutation of that description! No joy. If you recognize this logo, please Email me the info.
chas@novelholiday.com

SUMMARY—Of the 45 Bella Road Trip T‐shirts I could identify:
2 were created by Nevin’s graphic designer:
Saul’s Snake Farm and Taqueria, The 3‐Headed Lobster
1 was created by a friend of the director: Pittsburgh Pug Off
5 cannot be found and may or may not have been real
37 are from real‐world places
In the Seattle (Site #1) chapter of Tour the Twilight Saga Book One, you’ll find directions for visiting a
very special T‐shirt company that stocked 31 of the 37 real‐world T‐shirts when the Bella quilt props
were created in 2009. I still suspect that props people bought these 31 tees from Destee‐Nation, then
contacted the businesses to gain their permission to use them. Unfortunately, no one would admit—
or deny—this, no matter how nicely I asked.

Destee‐Nation specializes in delightful and uniquely‐US road trip T‐shirts.
Best of all, they still sell several of Bella’s tees.
http://www.desteenation.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Destee-Nation-Shirt-Co/20984162203
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As of April, 2014, 22 of the 37 real‐world Bella road trip T‐shirts are still available.
Unfortunately, more of these vintage shirts go out of stock every year. We lost the World’s Largest
Horseshoe Crab at the end of 2013! To obtain any or all of the Bella road trip T‐shirts still available,
see the final pages of this document. Some are still available from Destee‐Nation, others can only be
purchased from the businesses onsite, some can be bought online, and a few must be either ordered
by mail or by phone.


WARNING: It Ain’t Cheap to Recreate Bella’s Quilt!
Bella’s real‐world road trip T‐shirts average around $25 each. Thus, it will cost approximately $550
(£328) to buy all 22 of those that are still available. If not interested in making a small quilt with only
the remaining Bella tees, you’ll have to buy an additional 24 Twilight Saga trip T‐shirts to take the
place of Bella tees created for the prop and those no longer available. Twilight‐related tees found in
the area of Forks and La Push average about $20 each. So, 20 will cost around $480 (£286). That brings
the total approximate cost of trip tees required for a full‐sized reproduction of Bella’s quilt to $1030.00
(£615). And, that’s just the T‐shirts expense.
The Next Cost Factor: Can You Make the Quilt Yourself?
If you—or someone who knows and loves you—can sew, your additional Bella quilt recreation
expenditures will consist only of purchasing a few yards of purple fabric for the quilt’s back and
border, and a few yards of fiber‐fill batting.
Fiber‐fill batting is the layer of fluffy insulation material placed between the top (T‐shirt) quilt
layer and the quilt’s backing. However, Bella’s prop quilt did not have a layer of fiber‐fill batting.
From the Eclipse DVD Special Features quilt segment:
“The quilt was built fairly thin so that we could get it into a small box for the filming.”

Although a quilt made without a layer of fiber‐fill is far less warm than one made with it, an un‐
batted quilt still makes a gorgeous bedspread!
If you cannot sew the quilt yourself, get ready to pay a pretty penny for having someone else make
it for you—even when you provide all the T‐shirts. Basically, plan on spending an additional $800
(£482) to have a full‐sized reproduction of Bella’s quilt made‐to‐order.
Full‐Sized Bella Quilt Specifications
 Based on the number of T‐shirts it contains, Bella’s quilt is a King‐sized quilt.
King‐sized T‐shirt quilt dimensions range from 102 x 102 inches (259 x 259 centimeters) to 110 x
96 inches (279 x 244 centimeters).
 A Random Layout technique is required.
Although Bella’s T‐shirt quilt segments are all the same width, they vary in height = random
layout. Not all quilt‐making companies will accommodate a random layout. Those that do
generally charge extra for it.
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 There is no sashing (fabric border) around the individual T‐shirt segments.
This is a happy specification, because individual quilt segment sashing adds significantly to the
cost of having the quilt made—especially for a random layout.
 The quilt body has a purple fabric binding (border) around it, that looks to be about 4ʺ wide.
You can Google “t‐shirt memory quilts made to order” (or the like) and spend hours investigating
the many memory quilt businesses out there. Or, you can simply contact the company that seemed
best to me (after I spent hours investigating them).
So Sews Quilting
http://sosews.com/

479‐444‐7279
This Fayetteville, Arkansas, quilt‐making business earned my endorsement for several reasons. First
of all, So Sews Quilting is owned and operated solely by the extremely friendly person who answers
the phone and does the work: Sonja Koch. Random layout is something Sonja offers as an option—
few of the other quilt‐making companies even mention it on their websites.
Sonja’s unsashed, random layout, King Size quilts start at $820 (£490). If interested in a small quilt
containing only the 22 Bella T‐shirts still available, however, consider having Sonja make you a non‐
random layout Throw Size quilt, for $365 (£218).
But, wait, there’s more—Sonja is a Twilighter!
If you tell her you were referred by Tour The Twilight Saga, and include at least one of Bella’s road
trip T‐shirts in the collection you send, Sonja has offered to give Twilighters a 10% discount. That,
alone, makes So Sews Quilting the best source for having a Bella Quilt made‐to‐order.


[Drum Roll Here!]
Tour the Twilight Saga’s Guide to Bella’s Road Trip T‐Shirts
When finishing this file for publication, I rechecked my notes from April of 2013 and discovered that
4 more Bella tees have been lost. Below you’ll find information current as of April, 2014. On the last
page is a collage showing the quilt layout with blank spaces where you’ll need to add your own
Twilight Saga Tour T‐shirts to recreate Bella’s full‐sized quilt.

Quilt Segment Identification
There are 6 vertical columns of T‐shirts in Bella’s quilt: Labeled from left‐to‐right;
A, B, C, D, E, and F.
There are 7 T‐shirts in columns A and B: Numbered 1—7, starting at the top.
There are 8 T‐shirts in columns C, D, E, and F: Numbered 1—8, starting at the top.
Each Bella T‐shirt never offered by Destee‐Nation has a red star () at the beginning of its
designation and title.
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A‐1: The Stinking Rose
A scrumptious Italian restaurant with two California locations—one in San
Francisco, the other in Beverly Hills—the Stinking Rose still sells this Bella
road Trip T‐shirt onsite and online. Destee‐Nation no longer makes it.
http://thestinkingrosestore.com/

A‐2: Golden Dragon Sport Fishing, Kona, Hawaii
Destee‐Nation carried this tee in 2009, but they no longer make it. The Golden
Dragon is a boat originally owned and operated by Captain Will Lazenby,
who retired some time around 2011 and sold it. The current owners changed
the business name and don’t sell T‐shirts.
http://goldendragoncharters.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
A‐3: World’s Largest Horseshoe Crab & Scripture Garden
This famous real‐world road trip site is in the little town of Blanchester, Ohio.
Unfortunately, the church that hosted the crab and scripture garden closed in
late 2013, and stopped making the T‐shirt. The crab is still there—but it’s for
sale, and soon will be gone!
http://freedomworshipbaptist.com/crabpage.html

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
A‐4: Hodad’s
Visit this acclaimed burger restaurant and bar in Ocean Beach, California.
Although they may sell it onsite, Hodad’s doesn’t offer Bella’s T‐shirt in their
online store. Happily, Destee‐Nation still does.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/hodads/blue-t-shirts
http://hodadies.com/store/

A‐5: Eartha
Eartha, the world’s largest rotating and revolving globe, is located within the
DeLorme mapping corporation’s headquarters in Yarmouth, Maine. This T‐
shirt isn’t available online, but is still sold onsite or can be ordered by phone.
207‐846‐7100
http://www.delorme.com/about/eartha.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eartha

A‐6: Weeki Wachee Springs
“The only city of live mermaids,” Weeki Wachee Springs is in Spring Hill,
Florida. Tees are available onsite and online, but Bella’s T‐shirt sports an older
logo that is no longer available.
http://www.weekiwachee.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
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A‐7: Cliff House
The Cliff House is a San Francisco restaurant perched above the cliffs just
north of Ocean Beach, California. The tees available onsite and online are
different from Bella’s. Destee‐Nation carried this T‐shirt in 2009, but they no
longer have it.
http://www.cliffhouse.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
B‐1: Bauhaus Books & Coffee
A thriving Seattle coffee house, Bauhaus no longer offers Bella’s tee—but,
Destee‐Nation still does.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/bauhaus-books-and-coffee/gray-t-shirts
http://www.bauhauscoffee.net/

B‐2: Saul’s Snake Farm and Taqueria, Ensenada (California)
RENÉE: God knows what was in those tacos.

(Heavy sigh.)
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.

B‐3: Home of the 3‐Headed Lobster in Maine
BELLA: The three-headed lobster in Maine! Thing gave you nightmares -RENÉE: But you were all, “Wow, cool!” Already the science geek at ten.
[They laugh together, remembering their past.]

(Blotting salty tears as I write this.)
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
B‐4: Hawaii Lifeguard Surf Instructors, Kona, Hawaii
I’m going to call this one still available, though it technically isn’t. Destee‐
Nation still sells it, but now it’s a red tee with the logo and print in white.
HLSI no longer offers this older logo on the apparel they sell onsite or online.
But, a white tee with a similar logo is available in the HLSI Zazzle store.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/hawaii-lifeguard-surf-instructors/red-t-shirts
http://www.surflessonshawaii.com/
http://www.zazzle.com/hawaii_lifeguard_surf_instructors_t_shirt235403781047676421
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B‐5: Scott’s Auto Repair & Apiary
There is a real‐world business named Scott Apiaries, but I couldn’t find Scott’s
Auto Repair & Apiary anywhere. I think one of the props people came up with
this when working late and getting loopy. If you can get Scott Apiaries to
answer their phone or reply to an Email, please share what you learn!
http://www.scottapiaries.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
B‐6: Snorting Elk Cellar
Located high in Washington’s Cascade mountain range, this Austrian‐inspired
ski bar is found in the Alpine Inn—one of 3 hotels in Crystal Mountain with
ski‐slope‐side lodging—about a 1.5 hour drive from Seattle. On their website
they suggest buying Bella’s T‐shirt from Destee‐Nation.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/snorting-elk-cellar/brown-t-shirts
http://www.snortingelk.com/the-snorting-elk-cellar/

B‐7: Huntington Beach Beer Company
This brewpub in Huntington Beach, California, still sells Bella’s vintage
California Republic Goldenbear Brown Ale T‐shirt onsite and by phone‐
order. 714‐960‐5343. A Destee‐Nation tee in 2009, they no longer sell it.
http://www.hbbeerco.com/

C‐1: Tractor Tavern
A very popular Seattle bar with live music almost every night of the week, the
Tractor Tavern still sells Bella’s tee—but only onsite. A Destee‐Nation T‐shirt
in 2009, they no longer stock it.
http://www.tractortavern.com/

C‐2: Matusmoto Shave Ice
This real‐world Haleiwa, Hawaii, company no longer has tees bearing the
vintage logo seen in Bella’s quilt. Destee‐Nation still sold this T‐shirt late in
2013. When I looked for it on their website in April of 2014, however, it wasn’t
offered. Yet! The old Destee‐Nation webpage address for the ladies’
Matusmoto Shave Ice T‐shirt still worked, offering a limited quantity of them
in size small. Thus, with hope in my heart, I’m going to keep it listed as still
available—though, it probably isn’t.
http://www.matsumotoshaveice.com/
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/matsumoto-shave-ice/3121

C‐3: Kyla’s Smoke Shop & Esthetics
Ok. After hours, and hours, and hours of mad Googling—including fruitless
searches of New Orleans and Baton Rouge smoke shops—I’ve decided to
declare this Bella quilt T‐shirt as being not real. If you recognize this business,
however, please contact me!
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
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C‐4: The Longboard Restaurant & Pub
Another Huntington Beach, California business (see the B‐7 tee), the
Longboard Restaurant & Pub still sells Bella’s road trip T‐shirt onsite, online,
and via phone. BTW: This is another real‐world tee that was available from
Destee‐Nation in 2009, but isn’t anymore.
http://www.longboardpub.com/merchandise/

C‐5: Shellback Tavern, Manhattan Beach
Described as the “Best Dive bar in Southern California,” you can mail‐order
Bella’s tee directly from the tavern, or buy it online from Destee‐Nation—
which has been selling this T‐shirt since before 2009. This tee also continues to
be stocked onsite, at Destee‐Nation’s Seattle store.
http://www.shellbacktavern.com/
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/shellback-tavern/blue-t-shirts

C‐6: Paragon Bar & Grill
Bella’s Paragon Bar & Grill T‐shirt was sold by Destee‐Nation in 2009.
Unfortunately, they stopped selling this tee before I could snag a good pic of
it. Oddly enough, the real‐world Paragon Bar & Grill (a live music venue in
Seattle) has never sold them—and, still doesn’t.
http://paragonseattle.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
C‐7: Cutlery Museum [Minnesota?] 30 Year Anniversary
There is no Cutlery Museum in Minnesota. In fact, the only Cutlery Museum
in the United States is in Cattaraugus, New York. Opened in 2005, it hasn’t
celebrated a 30 year anniversary. Sad to say, this seems to be a manufactured
Bella quilt T‐shirt.
http://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/stories/2005/10/03/daily44.html

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
C‐8: Herkimer Coffee, Phinney Ridge, Seattle
The chocolate‐brown tee with a large Herkimer Coffee logo—as seen in Bella’s
quilt—was available from Destee‐Nation in 2009, but isn’t anymore. T‐shirts
with the same logo—albeit smaller and in reverse colors—are still available
from Herkimer Coffee, both onsite and online.
http://www.herkimercoffee.com/

D‐1: Hanalei Dolphin Restaurant & Fish Market
Yet another 2009 Destee‐Nation tee no longer available. The restaurant says
they have a similar T‐shirt available onsite or by phone, but wouldn’t send me
a pic.
http://www.hanaleidolphin.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
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D‐2: 1997 Pittsburgh Pug Off
Designed by a friend of Eclipse director, David Slade.
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.

D‐3: Huggo’s Restaurant Bar Kailua Bay
No longer available from Destee‐Nation, Huggo’s offered a light gray version
of Bella’s tee online in 2013. Sadly, this is another T‐shirt that has recently been
lost.
http://huggos.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
D‐4: Chain Gang Texas Prison Museum
Designed by female Texas prison inmates, this tee is available at the museum
in Huntsville, Texas, and by phone‐ or mail‐order: 936‐295‐2155.
http://www.txprisonmuseum.org

D‐5: Andy’s Produce Sonoma County
Another Destee‐Nation tee no longer available, and never offered for sale by
this family‐owned California produce store.
http://andysproduce.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
D‐6: World’s Biggest Bull, Audubon, Iowa
Albert, the World’s Biggest Bull, proudly stands in a park on the south side of
Audubon, Iowa. The Audubon Chamber of Commerce (302 Broadway Street,
Audubon, IA 50025) sells Bella’s T‐shirt onsite or by mail‐order. If you’ll not
be road‐tripping to Iowa, call 712‐563‐3780 to ascertain the current T‐shirt
price and the address for sending your check.
http://auduboniowa.org/

D‐7: Targy’s Tavern
This real‐world Seattle tavern T‐shirt is still available from Destee‐Nation. I’ve
no idea whether they sell it at Targy’s, but it sounds like a fun place to visit.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/targys-tavern/green-t-shirts
http://www.targys.com/

D‐8: Capt’n Mac's Honolulu Scuba Co
No longer available from Destee‐Nation, Capt’n Mac still sells Bella’s T‐shirts
onsite in Hawaii, or you can order by phone with a credit card:
808‐220‐0577 or 808‐536‐8448.
http://www.honoluluscubacompany.com/
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E‐1: The 38th Mount Vernon Chainsaw Carving Festival
No one in Mount Vernon, Washington, has ever heard of a Mount Vernon
Chainsaw Carving Festival—let alone 38 of them. However, chainsaw carving
competitions do exist in Washington, such as the annual Loggerodeo in nearby
Sedro‐Woolley, Washington.
http://chainsawcarving.loggerodeo.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
E‐2: El Camino Mexicana in Fremont
This scrumptious Seattle restaurant is just around the corner from Destee‐
Nation, but they’ve never sold the T‐shirt seen in Bella’s quilt and Destee‐
Nation doesn’t make it anymore.
http://www.elcaminorestaurant.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
E‐3: Blue Moon Burgers, Seattle, WA
A popular Seattle burger joint with 3 locations, 1 of them is within 2 blocks of
Destee‐Nation. Unfortunately, Bella’s tee isn’t sold at any of the Blue Moon
Burger restaurants and Destee‐Nation doesn’t make it anymore.
http://bluemoonburgers.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
E‐4: Top Pot Hand‐Forged Doughnuts, Seattle
A T‐shirt no longer made by Destee‐Nation, this Bella quilt tee can be
purchased at any of the 15 Seattle‐area Top Pot doughnut shops. The
downtown flagship Top Pot doughnut shop (2124 5th Ave, Seattle, WA 98121)
is only a 15 minute walk from the Pike Place Market information kiosk.
http://www.toppotdoughnuts.com/

E‐5: Shanghai Kelly’s Saloon
This popular San Francisco watering hole may or may not have Bella’s T‐shirt
for sale onsite. Happily, Destee‐Nation still stocks it—both online and onsite at
their Seattle shop.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/shanghai-kellys-saloon/green-t-shirts
https://www.facebook.com/ShanghaiKellys

E‐6: Rat City Rollergirls
This well‐loved, Seattle roller derby team only plays once or twice a month—
on Saturdays. If you can’t catch one of their bouts at Seattle’s KeyArena, order
Bella’s tee from their online shop. Destee‐Nation no longer sells it.
http://ratcityrollergirls.com/merch/womens-league-merch/

E‐7: NO IDEA!
It looks like a grasshopper chasing a pizza chef. And, believe me, I Googled
every possible permutation of that description! No joy. If you recognize this
logo, please Email me the info.
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
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E‐8: High Dive, Fremont, Seattle, USA
Two blocks away from Destee‐Nation, Seattle’s High Dive Club and
restaurant has live music almost every night of the week. Although they no
longer sell Bella’s vintage T‐shirt onsite, Destee‐Nation still makes it.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/high-dive/steel-blue-t-shirts
http://www.highdiveseattle.com/

F‐1: Skylark Café Club
Located in West Seattle, this popular restaurant and live music club has
updated their logo, and Destee‐Nation no longer sells Bella’s Skylark tee.
http://www.skylarkcafe.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
F‐2: Mutt Lynch’s Beer Hall & Pizza Parlor
This Newport Beach, California, restaurant and bar has updated their logo,
and Destee‐Nation no longer makes Bella’s T‐shirt.
http://www.muttlynchs.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
F‐3: World Core Surf Shop, Kona, Hawaii
World Core Surf Shop no longer sells Bella’s T‐shirt, nor does Destee‐Nation.
https://www.facebook.com/worldcoresurf

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.

F‐4: Sam’s Anchor Café, Tiburon, CA
A favorite San Francisco Bay waterfront restaurant, Sam’s Anchor Café still
sells Bella’s tee in their online souvenir store. It’s no longer available from
Destee‐Nation.
http://samscafe.com/

F‐5: Twinline Motorcycles, Loud, Fast, Reliable
Twinline Motorcycles is a full‐service motorcycle shop in Seattle, Washington,
that specializes in building custom café race bikes for urban riders. They may
or may not sell Bella’s tee onsite, but Destee‐Nation still offers it.
http://www.desteenation.com/t-shirts/twinline-motorcycles/black-t-shirts
http://twinlinemotorcycles.com/

F‐6: Washoe House, Petaluma, California
And, another one bites the dust. The oldest roadhouse in California never sold
Bella’s tee, and Destee‐Nation stopped making it sometime in 2013.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Washoe_House

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
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F‐7: Deneki Outdoors
Deneki Outdoors operates remote fly fishing lodges in some of the most
beautiful parts of the Western Hemisphere, including Alaska, British
Columbia, and the Bahamas. They no longer sell this shirt, and Destee‐Nation
stopped making it sometime after 2009.
http://www.deneki.com/

Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
F‐8: Roman Holiday Wine Lounge
Never a Destee‐Nation T‐shirt, this Santa Clarita, California, lounge closed in
March of 2013.
Insert a personal Twilight Trip Tee here.
On the last page of this PDF is a road map for where the Bella Trip Tees that are still available should
be placed on your Trip Tee quilt.

And, There You Have it!
Everything You Never Knew You Wanted to Know
About Bella’s Road Trip T‐shirt Quilt
I sincerely hope that Twilighters and Twihards will find this information helpful.
If you learn anything new during your own research, please send me the info so I can periodically
update this file.
Yours‐in‐Twilighting,
CHAS
(Ms. Charly D Miller)
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